Capital hash 'notes for the lake tuggy run 1808
As a multiple Pulitzer prize winning (7 times) hash notes writer, i am rarely presented with a
title for hash notes as magnificent as the one we have for this week.

" Night of the Jizz free Anzac Biscuits"
Tonight's run (number 1808) was brought to you by PREMATURE EJACULATION with
assistance from DOUBLE SHUFFLE
SHARKY, with his almost undetectable accent gave a walk report which was as long as the
walk itself.
Most of the report was taken up with a retelling of a run which happened in 1986 ! ! ! ! !, the
most notable aspect of which was the accidental almost poisoning of TATY by JR.
SHARKY finally got on to the evenings event, which, summed up, had the walkers getting to
the drink stop after the runners thus depriving the walkers of their only bit of fun for the week
which is stuffing down the chips before the runners get there. 2110
CRYING DICK then gave the run rep0rt......Badly. 2110
DOUBLE SHUFFLE and QUEEN LATRINE then took a few minutes of time to remind the
hash of the importance of ANZAC day.
SIR LANCE A SLUT showed the pack how to use the patented drinking sleeve......Badly..
FISH FINGER won the ANZAC dress up corr~p
PREMEJAC and KNUCKLE SHUFFLE were outed as dirty virgins
JUST BOB was charged with badly serenading HORSE last week
Then, as punishment, he was named SCALLYWACKER, which in Liverpuddlian means "A
turkey slapping ex member of the Beatles"
GREASE NIPPLE was charged for running in a Red dress, then, as punishment, was given
the hash horn
The INFALLABLE run was brought up in conversation
In the ANZAC spirit, all Commissioned Officers were then asked to have a TUN
Apparently, it turns out that SCALLYWACKER is a coninissioned Officer in the girl guides
HIDDEN FLAGON was reminded that the RAN was first in and last out of Galipoli
All ENZEDERS had a drink, SCARLETT was charged for mispronouncyation
PREMMYEJAC got the big prick
PREMMYJAC got the FRB award, and
HIDDEN FLAGON got the dummy spit award
We all then partook of the TRENCH GRUEL which the lads dished out, good on em.
Whilst all efforts to report accurately are taken, this version of the nights events should not be
confused with reality
Notes by: EWOR

